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SPAIN - 6N/7D

ITINERARY

Itinerary:

day 1: Barcelona
Transfer from Barcelonaairport to the hotel in Barcelona.
Leisure time to enjoy the city.
overnight at hotel.

day 2: Barcelona
Buffet breakfast at hotel. Barcelona sightseeing based on a hop
on- hop off bus. The tour will highlight all the things to do in the city
so that you can hop on and off at your convenience at more than 44
stops. the key sights are included on the tour including the gothic
quarter which is the centre of the old city of Barcelona. A great
number of buildings are world heritage sites. especially remarkable
is the work of architect Antoni Gaudi, which can be seen throughout
the city; the Sagrada Familia cathedral, Casa Batllo, Casa Mila and
Park Güell.
overnight at hotel.

day 3: Barcelona - Madrid
Buffet breakfast at hotel. Transfer to Barcelona airport. Flight to
Madrid. Shuttle transfer to the hotel & check in. Madrid
sightseeing based on a hop on- hop off bus. Hop on the bus, put on
your earphones, listen to the recorded commentaries and enjoy the
streets, monuments and places of interest that you pass by. In
addition, you will be able to hop off the bus
wherever you want.
overnight at hotel.

https://beleast.com/travel/europe/spain/spain-6n7d-6/
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day 4 : Madrid
Buffet breakfast at hotel.
Toledo excursion on regular basis.Toledo is one of the Spanish cities
with the greatest wealth of monuments. Known as the
“city of the three cultures”, because Christians, Arabs and Jews
lived together there for centuries, behind its walls Toledo preserves
an artistic and cultural legacy in the form of churches, palaces,
fortresses, mosques and synagogues. this great diversity of artistic
styles makes the old quarter of the
capital of La Mancha a real open-air museum.
overnight at hotel.

day 5 :Madrid - Bilbao
Buffet breakfast at hotel. Once in the Atocha train station, transfer
to Bilbao by high speed train.
Bilbao sightseeing based on a hop on - hop off bus. The great
architectural and infrastructure projects have been the driving force
of the urban and economic regeneration of the city; the Bilbao
Guggenheim museum, the Euskalduna conference and
music centre, Norman Foster's underground...
overnight at hotel.

day 6 :Bilbao
Buffet breakfast at hotel. Full day in San Sebastian, regular basis.
This city, also known as Donostia, is one of the most attractive cities
on the Cantabrian coast. the Museum of San
Telmo, the Peine de los Vientos(the wind comb) and the Kursaal are
examples of how the city brings together modern and traditional
features.
overnight at hotel.

day 7 :Bilbao
Buffet breakfast at hotel.
Departure transfer to Bilbao airport.


